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Abstract
Fixturing ofparts during manufàcturing operaiions
traditiody relies on the

knowledge and experience ofthe operator. Typically the operator positions the part,
perforrns the operation and reconfigwes the setup for the next operation. This re-h

demonstrates the feasibility of a flexible fktmhg system capable of dynamically
reconfiguring. Several examples of machining a 2D part are illustrateci. Specificaiiy, the
problem of restraining pl-

parts during 2 % D milling is examined.

The experimental setup simulates automated clamping in a miiiing environment.

The part is restrained ushg four top clamps each with two degrees of fieedorn The
algorithm determines clamping locations for each of the clamp arms, and contruls the
clamphg system during operation. During machining, ifone of the ckmps interferes

with the milling tool it is relocated to a predetermined d e location until t no longer
interferes.
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Chapter 1 Iatroduction
1.1

Motivation

The manufacturing of parts and compownts is increasingly becoming more
automated. Actual processing times have been reduced substantiaily as a resuit of the use
of computerized machine twis. Robots can also be used to quickly transfer parts

between machines. However, one of the issues that stiil needs to be improved is the setup
tirne. The setup time is defïned as the time required to start producing a part after it bas

been initidy designed. Ifthe batch size is sufficiently large, the setup time required to
develop, debug and ramp up the manufacturing system is comparatively less than the

processing tirne. Wih smaller batch sïzes the setup time becomes very significant. One
of the main contributors to the setup time is the design and development of fixtures.

Indeed, a fixture needs to be custom designeci and built to a tight tolerance for many
parts. These dedicated -es

are expensive a d they may only be usefûi for a specinc

part. For large batches, the cost of a fixture is relatively small per part. However, for

srnail batches, the cost of the fixture is quite large per part. Hence, it is clearly very
desirable to focus on the development of flexible fixtures that will d u c e the overaii
setup tirne.

1.2

Scope

The aim of this research is to develop a working mode1of a flexible sxhiring
systea To accomplish this goal, the data representing the geometry of a part and the
toolpath information is processed using software based algonthms. The software
determines appropriate clamphg positions, and intermediate positions that the ckmp wiil
1

move to whenever a potential collision between the tool anci a clamp is detectd by the

sofbvare. The algorithm then Urorporates dynamic control of a custom developed

fixhire developed for the purpose of demoastrating the effectivenessof the proposeci
methodoïogy in machinhg applications. It is uolikely, however, to develop one g-c
fixture that is capable of holding ali part geometries under aii rnachining situations. On
the other han& the fixtuniig system s h d d be capable of rPstraining a Emdy of sunilar

parts. The fàmily that is examined ia this research consists of planar parts th& require
m i b g Operations. Such situations are common in manufacturing.

1.3

Organhatioa

The format of the thesis is descn'bed next. First a brief review is provided of the
current literature in flexible nxhiriog. Then an anaiysis is given of the adopted clamping
codiguration strategy. This is foliowed by a description of the hardware and software
that make up the flexible fixhiring system, followed by a description of the interaction

between the milling machine and clamping system, Next, the results of dBerent
examples are examined in order to idente strengths and weaknesses of the approach.
Finaily, conclusions and recotmnendations are provided.

Chapter 2 Literature Review
Much research has focused on nimires aad design for automation during the p s t
twenty years. This research is motivatd by the potential savings that flexible fktmes

realize. They reduce the number of cequired dedicated nxhues Cl]. The research c m be
separated into two broad fields: d y s i s related to the appropriate selection of clamping
positions and issues related to the mechanicd design of flexible fixtures- The fields are
closely interrelated and, hence, there is appreciable overkp in the material covered. Tt is
unreasonable to look at a fïxîurhg strategy without considering the hardware that is to be

used2.1

Automated Fixhre Design

The intention of automaîing a fïxture is to minimize human intervention in the
fixture development proces. A &dure design consists of identifjling ciamping and

locating points on a part as well as identifj4ng a suitable mechanical design These points

are detennined using such criteria as locating accuracy, testraint of the part, limited
deformation, and no machining interference [Il. There are several different approaches

to the fkturhg problem. The fkst method that will be described uses iattice style,
modular k h r e s and examines the part geometry to determine a solution. A second

approach uses the 3-2- 1 locating principle to detemine the clamping configuration.
Related research incorporates artificial intelligence techniques to ixnprove the fhtwbg
algorith.

Modular fktures are one of the most cornmonly used solutions in industry. Brost

and Goldberg [2] presented an algorithm for determinhg aU the possible clamping

configurations for a modular ciamping system composed of a lattice of preckly spaced
holes with an assortment of bcatmg and ciamping modules. Their algorithm applied

three round locators centered on a lattice point and a translating clamp for a polygonal
planar part. The optimal clamping codïgutation was proposed based on a specifïed
quality met&

The previous algorithm was extended by Brost and Peters 131 to hold three

dimensional parts. The new algorithm broke the analysis into two parts. The motion
wahin the xy plane was constraiwd using locators and a side clamp as described in the

previous algorithm. Top clamps were utilized to prevent an out of plane motion,
A dBerent algorithm, proposed by Wallack and Canny [4], utilized a fixture vice

to restrain two and a halfdimensional, polyhedral objects. A fïzchïre vice consists of
modular fixtine elements (pegs) placed in a lattice of holes mounted on the jaws of a
vice. The algorithm examines aii possible combinations of peg locations that corne into

contact with each set of edge segments, and then verifles force closure or the capability to
resist arbitrary forces and torques.

The algorithm developed by Wallack and Canny [4] was extended by Brown and

Brost [SI to develop a three dimensional (3-d) modular gripper. A 3 - 4 grasp quality
metric based on force information, loading analysis, and inter-gripper interference was
added to the planar algorithm.
Wu, Rong, Ma,and LeClair [6- 7] proposed several modilications to Brost and
Goldberg's algorithm[2]. These modifications are: alowing curved SUITfàces, allowing the
use of locators other than circular locattors, extending to 3-d fixnire design, additional

criteria for locating and clamping desiga, and incorporatiog fictional forces.

Ponce 181 proposed an immobiiîzing fixture for 3-d polyhedral parts. The
proposed methodology uses four spherical locators to restrain the part- This method is a
generalization of Wallack and Canny' s algorithm[4] -

Trappey and Matrubhutam [9] used projective geometry to s i m p w the cornplex
3-d problem to a simpler 2-d problem. Locating and clarnping points were positioned on
the pmjected envelope of the part and selected points formed the vertices of triangle with

largest included area.

Roy and Sun [IO] developed a prototype automatic n>mire design system as a
subsystem of a cornputer integrated manufkturing environment. They used the 3-2-1
locating principle. Later, Roy and Liao 1111 proposed the use of geometric resisoning to
enhance the locating positions proposed in the original work The enhancements are
based on a workpiece's deformation and tool interference.
Willy, Sadler, and Schraft 1121 developed an automated pmcess for fïxture design
based on specifïed machining forces and the resultmg stabiiity of the detennined solution.

DïfTerent clamping planes were detennined fiom the part geometry. Different
combinations Ofçiamps were applied to the clamping planes. The stability and reaction
forces were then used to select the optimal solution,

Lin, Z h g , and Nee [13] developed an integrated system for setup planning and
fkdue design. Their system identifieci feasible locating and clamping and then generated
fumire contigurations for each stage of the rnanufâcturing process of the part. The fixture

configuration was based on the part geometry, stability, modular fïxture elements and
interference.

Ma, Li, and Rong [14] developed an automatic nxhire plamhg systern based on
the 3-2-1locating ptinciple. The Wure plaoning system automatically selected modular

fixture components and then placed them in a final configuration in order to Iocate and
restrain the workpiece.

Tao, Kumar and Nee [l 51 developed a method for determinhg the optimum
clamping Iocations for an arbirranly shaped part with a given set of locators. Feasïble
clamping locations were identifieci by calculating the convex hull of bounding wrenches,

..

associateci with constrammg contacts, and detennining if the convex hull contained the
origin, The optimal solution was calculated based on the largest radius of the maximal

inscriïd hypersphere centred on the origin within the convex hull.
Hou and Trappey [ldJexamined the application of V-blocks to non-prismatic
parts. An algorithm was developed to determine the location of the V-block and the

correspondhg horizontal clamp.
Tseng 1173 developed a process to determine hture configurations for prismatic
parts with prismatic features during intermediate steps of manufacturing a part. In

sequential operations, the workpiece geometry and fktuhg constraints change so that
the fïxtwe configuration may need to be changed for subsequent operations.

Research has also been undertaken to incorporate artificial intelligence into
computer aided fkture design, Lin and Yang Cl81 developed an expert system for a
modular EUmire. Their method determined the clamping positions based on the kinematic
constraints as well as the clamping arxi cutting forces. The system afso provided a
leaming concept to incorporate the knowledge gained fkom experience and also heuristic

rules to enable repeatd self-learningof possible clamp locations.

Sun and Chen 119 developed a modukt

design system, baed on case

basPd reasoning. Knowledge in case based reasoning systems is stored as a problem and
a solution to that problem. A new problem is solved by adaptïng a previous case to M the

new conditions. Then this new solution is stored and used to expand the knowledge of the
system.

W u and Chan [20] have applied a genetic algorith to the problem of fixture
configuration. The surfàce of the part is discretized and the locations of six locators and
three clamps make up the genetic wde. The genetic algorithm approach determines the
most statically stable f b e contiguration among a large number of candidates.

Lin and Huang 1213 applied neural networks to the fjxture pknniag problem.
Group technology is used to ident*

n>bure modes for different workpieces The pattern

recognition capability ofthe neural network allows it to identifL the fixture mode of the
workpiece.

Kumar, Subramaniam and Seow [22] appiied genetic algorithms in the conceptual
design of m e s . A neural network, trained with a set of design samples, evaluates the
faness of proposed solutions. The genetic aigorithm then d o w s the system to search a
very large solution space and provide an optimal solution and a group of suboptimal

solutions.
2.2

Fixture Hardware Design
The previously discussed research focused on the determination of f k t u e

configurations hased on rnodukr W e s . Research has also taken place in automating
m e s . Shniazadeh [23][24] and Shirinzadeh and Tie [25] have developed a modular,

reconfïgurabie system. The system uses a robot to assemble the desired nxture
configuration based on infomtion ftom a CAD database.

Kurz, Craig, Wolf, and StoE [2q developed a computer coatrolied high precision
positioning mechanisrn. The device consists of two hydraulic cylinders that are
connected and a reference base with a revolute joint. The device bas two degrees of
p lanar fieedorn wah a psitiming accuracy l e s than 0.00 1 inches.

Benhabib, Cban, and Dai [27] developed a modular programmable fu<hiring
system. Theu system incorporates sensors into the design so that the system can be

automated for robotic assembly.

Chan and Lin [28] developed a standard multifinger module. The module
consists of four kgers with eight degrees of freedom to conforrn to any arbitrary
workpiece surface.

Du and Lin [29] developed an automated flexible nxhire for planar objects. Their
device consists of three h g e r s which restrain the part based on the iargest inscribeci
circle within a polygon. Du, Lin, Zhao and Go1 [30] added adaptive clamphg forces to
the flexible fixture. The system detects changes in a part's stfiess during machining to

determine ifthe clamphg forces should be reduced to prevent the part's M e r
deformation.

Several conclusions can be drawn fiom the literature. Research bas focused on
developing the mechanical design of fixtures that are neither universaily nor generically
applicable. Algorithms for deterrnining clamping and locating positions have been
developed. The application of an e n g i n e e ~ ganalysis that takes into acwunt niafhining

and clamping forces, workpiece deformation, accuracy and other fàctors has been done.
However, none of the research bene% h m the direct applicationofCAD (Computer
Aided Bsign) data (ie îhe NC code) in determining clamping locations. h t h e r topic
that has not been considered is the repositioning ofciamps, under computer control, to

ailow uninterrupted machining.

Chapter 3 Analysis
Metal cutting operations on milling machines traditiooal!y- employ a dedicated
fixture that is specific to the part beiog rnachined.

The miilhg process is adysed for

each part type and the sequence of operations relies on the experience and knowledge of
the operator. The operator positions the part, performs an operation, and reconfigures the

fUmire for the next operation. The process of reconfïguring the fixhne for the next
operation continues until ail the required rnilling operations are complete. A few

illustrative examples are examined below to demonstrate the difficufty of ckmping a
part. Figure 3.1 illustrates a rectangular part that needs machining on the inside of the

part (pocket milhg) as weU as contour milling a r o d the part's periphery-

y

Pocket Milling

- Contour Mifling

Figure 3.1 Rectanguhr part needing pocket milling

The part has flat surfaces on the top and sides so that standard clamps with flat
gripping surfaces may be utilïzed. The part can be machined in two stages. First, the
pocket m i l h g is undertaken by holding the part fiom the side, as shown in Figure 3.2a

Then the contourhg around the part can be completed using clamps holding the part as

shown in Figure 3.2b. It should be noted that,for contourhg around the edges, not ail
four clamps can be present at all times. Ow can start machining with all four being in
place and remove one ckmp at a time. As the tool traverses a r o d the periphery, the
clamp closest to the tool will be removed for a short time and repositioned as won as the
tool moves to a collision free zone.

Figure 3.2 Ciamping during pocket and contour miliing
A simple triangle is considered as the second example. Possible confïgmtions

for holding a triangular part are shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3a illustrates the use of
three cIamps located at the midpoint ofeach side of the triangle. In Figure 3.3b,
conversely, v-blocks are utiiized on the vertices of the triangle in order to restrain the
part. Figure 3 . 3 demonstrates
~
a strategy using a clamp and a v-block (custom developed

for this case). When holding the part from the side, the clamps should exert a force that
passes through the centre of the part to reduce the moment exerted on the part in the
clamping plane. The sides of the trbgular part, although flat, are mt perpendicular

which increases the complexity of positioning a clamp. It should also be noted that a
11

contouring operation will require a reconfiguring of the clamps in order to access all the
sides,

Figure 3.3 Methods of ciamping a triangluar part
Daerent part geomeaies can be analyzed to arrive at an appropriate clamping
configuration that securely holds the part. Consider the case where an operation is
required on the outer boundary on which the part is to be held. The clamps must be
reconfigured in order to avoid a collision with the tool. For example, if a contourhg

operation is required on the outer boundary of a triaogular shape, the ciamping
configurations shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 will not permit miilhg of the contour using

one clamp setting.
To machine the outer contour of a part, milling must be interrupted often to
reconfigure the clamps. In addition, the part rnay also be disturbed during the process of
reconfiguring the clamps. Interrupting the milling to recoafigure the clamps increases the

tirne required to produce a part. Therefore, a fkture that has the ability to be
reconfigured automatically is very desirable. The ideal situation would be a fïxture that
has the ability to be reconfigured dyaamically without having to intempt the operation of
the machine. It would also be desirable to have al1 the operation M y automated using
cornputer control. The example shown in Figure 3-4 illustrates a part that contains
12

interna1 features which need pocket milling followed by a contourhg operaiion around
the outside to separate the part fiomhe initial blank. The shaded regions in Figure 3.4

indicate areas that are pocket milled. The solid curve represents the outer bomdary
corresponding to a contour operation,

Figure 3.4 Part witb interna1details
The example shown in Figure 3.4 would ideally be held around the outside at the
start of the operation to min the intemal features. #en

intemal milluig is completed,

the clamping configuration would be changed to appropriate locations on the inside of the

part in order to mil1 the outer contour. It would be preferable to perfonn this

reconfiguration without manual intervention. During the repositioning phase, however,
the part must be held securely. From an examination of this d h g example, it can be

concluded that the part must nonnally be held with more than the minimum number of
clamps typically used for conventional machining. A redundant clamp would allow
repositioning of any one of the clamps durhg operation and it would act as a backup to
maintain stable holding of the part whenever stability becomes an issue.

The solution that this research proposes utilizes four independent top clamps to
dynamically hold a part during machining. The fixturing system also incorporates a two
stage milling process. In the fïrst stage, the part is held at the outside edge of a blank

work piece. In the second stage, the part is held at calculated clamping locations within
the part. If, during the second stage, a clamping a m interferes with the path of the tooi,
the arm is removed momentarily. When the clamp no longer interferes with the rnilling

operation, the clamp r e m immediately to the previous clamping location. The
clamping locations are calculated by employing the part's geometry and tool path
information. More details are provided in the foilowing sections.
The development of the clamping system is based on the main assumption that
three top clamps are sufncient to hold a part during milling. The implication of this
assumption is that there is a large frictional force between the workpiece, clamps, and the
base that is niffcient to securely hoid the part diiring rnachlliing.

Chapter 4 Methodology
4.1

Introduction
This section descriis the physical system and the software algoritbms used to

simulate an automated nxturing system A schematic of the system's configuration is
shown in Figure 4.1. The system is broken into two main compownts: the clamping
system and the milhg machine within which the clamping system is located. One

computer (Cornputer 1) controls the clamping system, a second computer (Computer 2)
controls the milling machine. The control of the system could be integrated into one
computer. On the other hand, the use of two computers provides a closer analogy of
interfàcing the ciamping system with a stand alone machine controlier. The proposed
clamping system has four identicai clamps, each having two degrees of fieedorn (d-O-f)
for positioning the end point of each clamp. The operation of the two computers is coordinated by passing informaion across a parallel port cable that links the two computers.
The operation of the fixturing system is coordinated by Computer 1. The operator loads a
part geometry and NC toolpath information into Computer 1. Then the operator ensures
that the fixturing system is confIgured and calibrated properly so that operations can

begin. The next section outhes the part information used by the automatic clamping
system, and describes the required hardware and software.

Conputer 1

Figure 4.1 System configuration

4.2

The Part
The clamphg system requires two sources of information: the pa~Vsgeometry

and the machining tool-paths. The part geometry defines the dimensions and entities
while the tool-pattis define how the part is machined. Commercially available,
CADKAM packages a k w the user to create the part geometry and the associated

manufacturing process information. For this project, the geometry is restricted to 2 '/z
dimensional planar parts created by using a three axis, CNC milling machine. A 2 '/2
dimensional part implies that interpolations are made ody in one plane but at cWEerent
depths. The entities that make up the part are lines and arcs. Support for spiines,

surfàces, and other cornplex geometnc entities can be added in the fitute.

The geornetry Monnation is cnated in a commody used, commerciailyavailable
CADKAM package Mastercam. The data files are proprietary and are readable only by
employing Mastercm However, all CAD systems provide information on a part's

geometry in a neutral nle format. In order to ensure that the ciamping system will work
with any other CA11 system, a neuîrai file format is used hem. The Initial Graphics

Exchange Standard (IGES) nle format is one such neuhal file format for fscilitating the
exchange of graphical informationbetween CAD systems. The structure and details of
the IGES file format is discussed in greater detail in section 4.3.2. Tbe IGES format

supports ail geometrk entities.
Tool-paths are created in Mastercam, based on a user's inputs. The user selects
the type ofoperation, the geometry for definhg the operation, the tool the depth of cut,
and options that affect the behaviour of the tool. Mastercam uses a post processor to
convert the tool-paths into a numericd control (NC) code, which is specinc to the miilhg

machine used. The NC code folIows the standard word address format.

4.3.1

Hardware
The clarnpuig system has four independent top clamps with a clamping area of

2 0 d for each clamp. Tbe clamping area is chosen arbitraRly and it can be r e d u d or

increased to almost any size by an appropriate choice of the clamping pads. However,
the clamping algorithm must be provided with this infiormation. Each arm has a radial

and an anguiar degree of freedom (d-O-f)for a total of eight degrees of fieedom The
cont5guration ofa top clamp is shown in Figure 4.2. The d i a l d-O-futilises a lead screw

to radially move a clamp's arm assembly.

The motion o f the lead screw is controlled by

employing a computer controll& stepper motor. The angular degree of fieedom is
created by using a rotary table. The rotary table is controiled by utilizing a stepper motor,

belt drive system,

Figure 4 3 Top ciamp configuration. Not to scak

The stepper motors are controlled ushg an Oregon Micro Systems PC48 stepper
motor controller c d . This card is capable ofsimultaneously controllhg eight separate
stepper motors. The stepper motors are kbeiIed R, S, TyU, V,X,

Y,and Z in Figure 4.3.

For example, it can be seen nom Figure 4.3, tbat stepper motor R corresponds to the
anguiar d-O-fo f Clamp 1 and motor S corresponds to the radial d-O-€ofClamp 1. Each

stepper motor is interfàced with the controiler circuit that is shown in Appendix B. Since

the purpose of this work is to demonstrate the feasïbility ofthe methodology, it was
decided to use existing resources in the laboratory. Stepper motors are reiatively simple
to cotitrol and are accurate provided they t d y respond to the wmmand pulses. A servo

driven system would be the other option for driving the fi>miriagsystem. A servo driven

system requires feedback to control the angular positioning and it is more expensive and

complex to c m t m L ln the design proposed, the drive motors carry minuaal load and do
not need large toque or position feedback; hence the choice of stepper motors for the

drive system.

Figure 4.3 Confiiurition of chmping system. Not to scak
Al1 the clamps are located within the reachable envelope of the miiling machine.

The clamping system is s h o w n in the zero or home position in Figure 4.3. Table 4.1 gives

the co-ordinates of the base (centre of rotation o f the clamp) and the end of the clamp arm

in its home position. The coordinates given in Table 4.1 are with respect to the COordinate system shown in the centre of Figure 4.3.

Ebe

clamp
1

Home

x (mm)

y (mm)

227.3
-30-5

28.7
224.5
-26.3
-224.6

2
3

-232-9

4

3 1.2

x (mm)
119.4
68.6
- 124.5
-78.7

y (mm)
-69-4
121-1
69.6
-116-4

Table 4.1 Chmp locations
The resoluîion of the clamps is calculated fkom the number of steps required for
each clamp to move fiom the home position to the d l ' s zero position. The angle of
rotation (theta) and radial extension (r) can be calculated fiom the home, base and zero
positions shown in Figure 4.3. The steps per millimette and steps per radian are
calculated for each axis. They are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Clrmping axis panmeters

The PC48 stepper motor controiler card controls a clamp's end position An
i n t e d register in the PC48 card monitors the position of each axis. The home position

is defined as the zero for each &S.

Therefore, movement to Mirent locations requires

calculating the number of steps that the desired position is away fiom the home location
The PC48 card simultaneously controls each axis to m v e to the desired position

4.3.2

Software

Ckmping locations are detennined by using the part's geometry and the NC tmipaths. This section outlines the algorithm used to identify the clamping locations. The
clamping control program is written as a Wiiows based program that is compileci using

Borland Ctt- 5.02 [3 11. Geometric information is displayed in the main window by

using the OpenGL h i e s h m Silicon Graphics and MicrosoftD2]. The program also
uses dynamic ünk h i e s to access the PC48 stepper motor coatroller card and the

pardel port 1331-

The program reads the part geometry fiom the IGES file created by Mastetcam.
This file contains information about the entities that compose the put. An example of an
IGES file is shown in Appendix k The file is scamed initiaiiy to determine the total
number of h e s and arcs. The endpoints of each Iine segment, as well as the endpoints
and centre point ofeach arc, are read fkom the data file.

G e o d c information is used to determine appropriate clamping locations and
intermediate positions that do not interfere wïth the miIlhg operation. To accomplish

this objective, the program uses cornmon endpoiuts of h e s and arcs in order to
automatically chain the outer boundary ofthe part. An example is shown in Figure 4.4-

Figure 4.4 Finding the oater bouday

For the part shown in Figure 4.4, the outer boundary consists of a series of points
that define connected Line segments. The lowest entity (0-1 shown in Figure 4.4) is

selected first with the starting point king point O. Ne*, an e n t e with an endpoint that is
common to point 1 is selected and the other extreme endpoint is labeiled point 2. if there

is more than one entity, the large* angle between the two vectors is selected For an arc,

intermediate points are added to maintain the desired profile by employing a series of

linear approximations. Intermediate points on an arc are spaced 3.3" apart to
approxhate the curve, as shown in Figure 4.5. The process of selecting the wxt
endpoint is repeated until point O is reached. The boundary d e m g the part must fonn a

closed loop. Ifthis requiremeot is vîolated, the geometry does not define an area and
locations w i t h the part canot be calculated.

Figure 4.5 Cireuhr interpoiatioa of an outer bounday. Not to =le
Tool-path information is obtained fiom a specined NC nle that is created by using
Mastercm The NC file contains the commands that control the d i n g machine durkg
its operation. The code contains a sequence of positions for the cuning tool to foilow by

using either hear or circular interpolations. A sample NC file is given in Appendk C.
Figure 4.6 shows the tool-patbs associated with a contour a r o d the outer boundary of
the iUustraîed shape. The NC code can be considered a sequence of positions that define
the path of the rnilling tool. The program extracts the start point, encipoint, type of
interpolation (linear or circular), tool used, and the feed rate for each line of the NC code.

The user bas an option of perfonnuig single stage or two stage milling operations. Single
stage milling requires one NC file that controls the tool during which the part is held

within the part geometry. Two stage milling operations require two separate NC files.

The first file corresponds to the initial milling operations while the fixture holds the part

around the periphery of the blank workpiece. The second nle corresponds to the final
milling operation during which the part is held within the part's geometry. To calculate

the clamphg locations, the program combines the toolpaths of the two stage milling
operations and treats them the same as in the single stage milhg case.

Figure 4.6 NC tookprths
Consider the part show in Figure 4.6. Maçhining recpired is to contour aromd
the perïphery of the part. For two stage milling, the clamping locations for the initial
stage are located on the vertices of a bounding rectangle shown in Figure 4.7. To ensure

that the clamp will not interfere wîth the milhg tool the sides of the rectangle are

located in the extreme x and y directions plus the sum of the clamping pad's diameter and

the largest tool diameter used to machine the part.

Figure 4.7 Rectangk defining the chaping locations for initial milüng

The tool-paths and outer boundary of the part consist of a series of points. To
quickly determine if a Location is machine& an overlaying 0.5mm x 0.5rnm grid, as
shown ia Figure 4.8, is created that encompasses the entire part. The grid size is chosen
arbitrarily to meet the resolution required for the clamping area yet reduce the

computationai effort. To idente all the cnachined grid locations, the position of the
m i l h g tool is interpolated dong the tool path with all grid points within the tool radius
king rnarked as machined,

Figure 4.8 Grid and macbined amas. Not to s a l e
M e r the rnachiwd areas have been determined, possible clamping locations are

identified. The clamping locations must be located in unmachined areas within the outer
boundary. Intuitively, the configuration of the c h p s that will best overcome the forces

generated during machining will be located around the periphery o f the part. A larger

clamping a m distance, with respect to the moment axis, wili result in maximum reactive
moments. Therefore, potential clamping locations are located a specified offset inside the
outer hundary. This offset value is chosen somewhat arbitrarily to be two thirds the
clarnping location's diameter, or Smrn by defauit. Of the potential clamping Iocations

that are identifie4 four are selected to hold the part. nie algorithm initially displays ail

the locations that are appximately a clamping diameter spart. Then each potential
ciamping location is checked to ensure it is located in an iinmnchined area within the

part's geometry- The potential clamping locations for the given example are shown in

Figure 4.9. This rnethod provides a number of potential clamping locations whose
nurnber is proportional to the le@

of the perïmeter of the outer boundary-

Figure 4.9 Potential ciamping locations
Once the possible clamping locations are found, four locations are selected to

hold the part. The strategy to select the clamping locations (explaineci on the w a page)
gives a score to each possible combination of four points. The combination with the

highest score is selected. A possible combination of clamping locations is shown in
Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 Possible combination o f ciamping locations

The score is composed of the sum of three components- These components are

the total ofthe distances between the individual clamps, the moment applied to the part
assuming the part is rigid with equal clamping forces, and the distance between the

clamps and the centroid of the part. The combination of points with the maximum score
are selected as the clamping locations for h o ~ the
~ partg
Typical clamping locations
are shown in Figure 4.10. They are labelled i,j, k, and 1. The score for a typical set is
given by

where D is the sum o f al1 distances between each possible c h p i n g location. It is

d e k e d as

Max@) is the maximum value of D(ï,j,k,I) for all possible combinations of clamping
locations. MW is the resultaut moment ofthe clamping forces about the x and y axis and

is given by
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Min(Mw) is the minimum o f M,&i,k,l) for all possible combinations of claniping
locations, Mz is the moment ofthe Eictioa forces about the z axis. It is given by

Max@&) is the maximumof M&j,k,l) for all possible combinations of ckinping
locations.
A clamp must be assigned to each clamping location The intention of the

algorithm is to assign aii the clamps to locations that m h î m k the overall distance
between each c h p base and its location The distance between a clamp base and a
clamphg location is given by 8i as shown in Figure 4.11. Minimizing the s u of ail 6i

ensures that the clamps do not interfere with each other as they are repositioned. The
s u m of clamp ann lengths is calculateci for dl possible combinations. The configuration

that has the minimum total clamp arm length is then selected. It is shown in Figure 4.11
for the particular example shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.11 Assigning champs to b a t i o a s

An intermediate position is detennined for a clamp to move to ifthe clamp shows
a potential collision with the milling tool. This position is located radiaIiy outward

through the clamping location fiom the centroid o f the part. The position is located the

maximum tool diameter plus the diameter of the top clamp fkom the edge of the part to
ensure that the clamp does mt mterfere with an extemal contourhg operaiion. The
clamping configuration and the moves needed to avoid a collision are shown in Figure

4.12.

Move Location

Figure 4.12 Chmping a m locations and ciamp moves

The ckmping system is ready mw to interact with the m i l h g machine. The
operation of the chmping system is described in Section 5. The next section outlines the
components and algorithms developed to simulate the operation of a milling machine.

4.4.1

Hardware
A standard milling machine is capable of CO-ordinatedmovements almg three

independent axes. For the purposes o f this research, a two axis overhead gantry system,
that is controlled by a Metrabyte MSTEP-5 motion control board [34], is used to simulate

a milling machine. The mill head does wt move in the vertical direction as woukl be the
case in a real miil. However, for the purpose of demollstration this vertical motion is

assumed to be present. The system is capable ofa maximum feed rate of 500 mmhin.

The position of the cutting tool is displayed by a focused spot generated by a laser

interferometer. The laser merely provides a visual representation of where the tool is to
be located. Any iilcely înterference with the clarnping system can be seen visuaiiy.
4.4.2

Software

The control software for the milling machine is written in C H as a DOS
application compiled with Borland C+ 5.02. It allows the user to independently control
the milling machine or let the mill act Uiconcert with the clamping system This section

outlines the basic fiinctions of the control software and the algotithms used to control the
motion of the milling machine.

The software controls the gantry system so that the laser foliows the dethed twlpaths given in the NC code. The NC code is a series of instructions that control the
behaviour of îhe milling machine. The motion of the tool head is specified by linear and
cirçular interpolations between different positions. The NC code also contains
information about the feed rates, twl changes, and as weil as the cornmands to tunithe

spindle on and ofK
Linear interpolations are specifed by standard NC codes. For example, a GO
code specines a rapid traverse to the next position without regard to the path taken. A G1
code specifies the tool to move to a given location by using h e a r interpolation fiom the
current position. This system treats GO and 0 1 codes identically in cornparison to a
standard CNC system. The software calculates the number of steps between the current

position and the next position and the t h e required for the movement based on the
specïfied feedrate. Then the software checks to ensure that the system is capable of the
required speed for each axis and, if necessary?increases the required time untii the
feedrate is possible. The maximum stepping speed that the stepper motors permit is 328

pulses/s. The maximum stepping rate and the resohition of the gantry (0.0254mm)
corresponds to a 5OOmm/min feedrate. The stepping speed is determineci fiom

PPS =

1OOOOO
(FD + I)X RA '

This equation is specSc to the hardware used and it is obtained fkom the M-STEPS
manual. The kquency of t h . intenial clock used by the card to drive the stepping motor
pulses is 10000Hz. To detemiine the stepping speed, the driving frequency is divided by
the 8bit values, FD and RA. FD, which is caiied the îkequency divider, takes an integer
value between 1 to 255. RA, the dock divider, is an iuteger value between 20 and 255.
The values of FD and RA are calculated to give the closest stepphg speed available to
the desired stepping speed for the x and y axes of the milling machine.
Clockwise interpolations are specifïed by a G2 command whiie counter-clockwise
interpolations are specined by a G3 comrnand An arc is split into 0.05 radian increments

with the position of the miil specified at each increment. In this manner, circular
interpolations are approximated by a series of linear interpolations.

During machining, the s o h a r e determines ifthe clamp anns interfere with the
motion of the cutting tool. The mill does not have encoder feedback and, hence, the exact
position of the d i n g tool is detennined at any instant by using software tools. The
position is rnonitored using a software interrupt. The intempt is tied to the computer's

intemal timer which operates at 18.2EIz During each intempt, the position of the

m i l h g tool is updated and the perpendicular distances between the tool and each of the
clamps are calculated. if the distance between any one ofthe clamp ains is less than a
specfied distance, that clamp arm is considered to be interfering with the tool. The
defàult threshold distance used in the simulation is IOmm. Wben a clamping atm
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interferes, the milling machine sends a signal to the clampîng system that indicates which
clamp arm is determined to be interfiering- Detaiis of the signalsent to the clamping

machine are discussed in Section 5.1 -

This section has descnbed the operation of the individual components of the
nxhuiag system. The determitlaîion of the clampîng locations fkom the geometry and

NC information has been examineci in conjunctiun with the control software ofthe rnill.

In the next section the interaction of the two systems is outlined in order to illustrate how
the f5xturhg system opetates as a whole.

Chapter 5 Implementation
For suçcessfùloperation, an automatic clamping system must have a means of co-

ordinating the operation of the computer in control of the ciamping system and the
computer in control of the m i l h g system. This section summatizes the reasons why two
computers are used to control the system, the method used to transfer intorrnation
between the two systems, as weii as the operatioa of the clamping system itself First,
details of the p d e l port cable through which the two cornputers are iiuked is descriid.

Then the use of the cable to transfer the c b p i n g locations and base bcation is detailed.
Finally, the interaction during operations of the nÿll and clamping system is ouilioed.
5.1

ParaIlel Port Cable
The primary reason why two computers are used to control the automatic

clamping system is to rnimic the real-worldsituation of establiskg a link between the
CNC controller and the external intedhce computer. Commercial CNC controllers do not

aiiow a control system to be modified. Even though an integrated system would be
beneficial, it is realistic to separate the m i l h g control and the clamphg controL
Communication between the two computers is achieved over a custom develoged,

parallel port cable. The parallel port has three port addresses or registers, namely the
STATUS port, CONTROL port and DATA port. The STATUS port bas four inputs and
the CONTROL port has four outputs.

Figure 5.1 Strtus and control reghter bit assignment

The cable is wired such that the control register of esch computer is c o m t e d to

the status register of the other computer, as shown in Figure 5.1. Wah this connection,
four bits of information h t indicate the current status of the system and initiate Mirent

cornmands can be passed between the cornputers. The values and çorrespond'i states
are shown in Table 5.1.
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Transfer Initial Milling NC File

3

Transfer Final MilLing NC File

4
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I

C

1
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l

Start Finaï Milling
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8

Test Clarnping Locations
-
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-

Table 5.1 Bit values and associated modes

The DATA port is bi-directional. Bits are wired such that bit O corresponds
directly to b
i
t O and so on. This wiring ofthe DATA port aiiows information to be

transferred one byte at atime. In order for the %bit DATA port to be bi-duectional, the
parallel port rnust be configured as an extendeci capability port (ECP) in the
motherboard's BIOS. Bit 5 ofthe control register must be set high to ailow the DATA
port to accept inputs.
5.2

Clrimpiag Location and NC Fik Tmnsfer
After the clamping system has determined the clamping locations Eorn îhe part's

geornetry and NC tool-paths, the user opens the Automatic Clamping System dialog box

shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Automatic clrmping system dialog box
This dialog box allows the user to interact with the clamping system. The cornmanci and
status fields shown in Figure 5.2 diilay the cormnands, responses and stahis ofthe

s y s t e a The Base button causes the base of the specified clamp to niove the given

number of steps at the specincd speed (in stepds) at the specified acceleration (steps/s2).

The ann button bas a simiiar effect as the base button, except it moves the arm rather than

the base,
In order to comunicate with the milling machine, a comection must be

established across the custom built, parallel poa cable. The connection can be initiated
with the connect button It is established by s e t h g a bit in the control register of the

clamping computer and checking if the milluig computer responds by setting the
appropriate bit. Once the connection is established, the clamping locations and NC
program must be transferred firom the clamping computer to the milling computer. The

file transfer is initiated by pressing the transfer button shown in Figure 5.2. The
clamping computer sets the command to transfer the parameter file. This file contains the

clamping locations and indicates ifthe milling operation has one or two stages. The NC

fdes are then transferred to the milling computer. The files are transferred, byte by byte,
across the DATA register of the parallel port.
5.3

Operation during MilLing
#en

the NC tool-patbs have been transferred to the milling machine, the user

c m initiate the operation by pressing the start button. If the user has selected a two stage

rnilling operation, the claniping computer moves the clamps to the initial müüng
clamping locations shown in Figure 4.7. Once the clamps are in position, the command
to start the initial rnilling is sent to the milling machine. M e n the initiai milling is

complete, the clamps are moved, one by one, to the calculateci f b l milling clamping
locations shown in Figure 4.12. Iftwo stage milling is not selected then the clamps move
directly to the ckmping locations shown in Figure 4.12. When the clamps arrive at the
final m i l h g location, the command to &artfinai m i l h g is sent to the millùig machine. It

is possible diirllrg fmal milliog for the clamphg rimis to interfere with the rnilling tooL

nie milling machine caiculates the distance between each ofthe clanipuig arms and the
milling tooL Any c h p i n g ann that is within a specified threshold d

i of the

milling tool is detemineci to be interfiering- The nurnber of this clamp arm is then placed

in the DATA register of the paralle1 pon- The clamping computer poUs the DATA

register of its parallel port during fiaal mïüing. Tbe value of the DATA register indicates
which clamp is interfering. For example, i f clamp 2 is interfering, then 2 is placed in the
DATA register by the rniiling computer. The clamping coniputer reads this value and
moves clamp 2 to the position shown in Figure 4.12. When clamp 2 no longer interferes

with the milling tool, the milling computer places a zero value in the DATA register. The
clamping computer detects this cbaoge in value a d moves clamp 2 back to the original

clamping location.
This section has detaiied the operation of the t'ixturing system. Results will be
examined in the next section to identify the key properties of this fixturiag system and
determine appropriate recommendations.

Chapter 6 Results and Recommendations
This section discusses the effectiveness of the autornated clamphg system in a
simulated machinhg lnachining ensironment of parts with a wide variety of c~mplexity~
Fin* the performance of the system during clamping a part is e x d e d in more detail.
Then other part çonf5gurations are considered to demonstrate the strengths and

weaknesses of the system. Finaiiy, recornmendations to ïmprove the system are
discussed.
6.1

Operation of the Devebpeà System

The performance of the fimurinLl system can be assesseci by looking at the
interaction of the ciamping system with the milling system. The user has the option of
specZying a two stage or single stage miliing operation. The first stage of the two stage
rnilling enables machining of internai details and contours around the outside of the part
geometry. n e blank workpiece must have adquate area to position ciamps around the
peripkry of the part for a two stage milling operation.

The example workpiece shown in Figure 6.1 bas to undergo a contouring
operation arowid the outer boundary.

Location

\
Initial stage

QI

Finai Stage

Figure 6.1 Xnitial and final ehmping conf~urations
The naalor single stage milling holds the part withlli the defined part geornetry.
It is possible for the clamp amis to interfere wïth the milling tool during final or single
stage milling. When the distance between a clamp arm aod the tool becomes l e s than a

specifïed threshold value, tbat clamp arm is considered interferhg with the ma. The
area around a clamp arm is considered an interference zone. The interference zone for

each ofthe clamps is shown in Figure 6.2.

Interference
zone

Clamp
Location

Move
Location
Figure 6.2 Interterence Zones

When the milling tool is within an interference zone,the clamp moves to an
intermediate position which will not interfixe with the milling machine. ï%e segments of
the tooi-path and the corresponding configuration of the clamping system during
interference is shown in Figure 6.3 for the example considered.

Location

t

Interfiring

Toolpath

Figure 6.3 Clampimg Configurations during Miiüng
The thteshold value to determine interference rnust be iarge enough for the clamp

ann to move clear before the tool enters the interference zone. The speed at which the
clamp ami can move depends on the drive mechanism and stepping speed of the motor.

The radial degree of M o m , controiled by a lead screw, is capable of moving at
approximately Zmmls. The radial motion is much slower than the angular motion of the
clamp. The worst case scenario involves a primarily radial motion when moving the

clamp arm to the clear position. For adequate perfomïuice, the radial speed of the clamp

should be at Ieast the same as the feed rate ofthe milling machine. Therefore, the speed
at which a clamping a m can move limits the possible milling feedrates.
6.2

Respiiîs for Seiected Eumple Parts

To illustrate the properîies of the clamphg system a variet.of different parts are
examined. O d y the r e d s for single stage or final stage müling are shown The first

example illusirates machinhg an outer contour a r o d the hegularly shaped part shown
in Figure 6.4. The outer boundary involves several arcs and contains flat boundaries.

Hence, the part canaot be clamped fiom the side. The positions shown (iabelied 1 , 2 , 3
and 4) are the four positions determined by the developed algorithm. Intermediate

locations (l', 2', 3' and 4') to which the clamps will be postioned during potential
collision with the tool as determined by the algoriihm are also shown in Figure 6.4. The
testing ofthe strategy verif"iedtbat the determined positions produce collision fkee

rnachinhg.

Figure 6.4 Oiiter contour of an i r m g i l r l y shaped part
The second example illustrates rnilling ofa circular part with intemai details. A
3-d view ofthe part is s h o w in Figure 6.5. M i l h g parts wïîh intemal details has certain
additional requirements. The main requirement is thai there is suficient unmachined
area near the outer boundary ofthe part for ckmping. Wiihout sufncient untnachined

are%the M

g systern would have to hold the part on the machined surfaces. The

solution generated by the software is illustrated in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.5 3-d view of a ciiruhr part witb s u f i c e detaib

Figure 6.6 Circuhr part witb itr suiClce detaib
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The foiiowing example, shown in Figure 6.7, iilustnites a triaogular part with
interna1 details. Fitting four clamping points as kapart as possible in a triangle
demonstrates tbat it is neçessary to establish a minimum distance between the clamps. If
no minimum separation is specified, the algorithm attempts to place two clamps in one

corner. The separafiarafion
must be SUfficient to allow the i n t e r f e ~ gclamp to r
e
m to its
clamping location before the next clamp interferes-

P

Part Boundary
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Figure 6.7 TriangulPr Part

The mode1 of the clamping system that has been developed proves the feasibility
of the system and demonstrates the potential robustness of the approach. The aigorithm

to determine clamping locations is able to successfully identify potentiai clamping
locations for a large variety of planar parts. A major limitation of the dgonthm is the

requirement tbat an unmachined area be present around the periphery of the I#ut

6 3 Recommendafians
The developed mode1 of the automated fixturing system has demoastrated the

feasibiliîy of building a fixturing system capable of ailowing unintempted milling
operations In particdar, the system identifies specifïc issues that mus be addressed to
develop a fùlly working prototype.

The automated hturing system idenses the dïfZïcuities of interfacing the
clamphg system with the milling systern Co-ordinating the actions of two separate

systems adds a great deal of complexÏty to the problem which could be eiiminated by
integrating the milling machine and clamping control programs. Integrated control of the

fixturing and milhg machine would allow dinerent clamping strategies such as different
clamping locations during dïerent stages of machining. The use of such a strategy
codd overcome a major limitation of the present clamphg location algorithm where the
clamping locations are restricted to unniachiaed areas around the periphery of the part.

The application of stepper motors in the nxhiring system has proven adequate for
this feasibility study. The response time of the fixhning system is a iimiting factor of the

milling machine's feedrate, Servo motors have a W e r response tirne and a higher torque

than stepper motors and, therefore, they should be used to develop a more refked
prototype. The use of servo motors in an integrated system would d o w the software to

account for the speed of repositioning in the fkwing process.

The current algorithm is based on the part geumetry. To fllrther enhance the
power of the fïxturing system force analysis should be added. The force analysis should
incorporate such aspects as stability ofthe part, machining aud clamphg forces, a d
viiratioril
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Appendir A
Example IGES nle kangbck-igs
S0000001
lHr,1H;.23HMASTERCAM version 6-13a,l2LLKANGBACK~GE3r9ffPIASTERCAPI,LH1.16,8,GOOOOOOl
24,8,56,, 1,,2,2HMM, 1,O ~01r13K0001166140242,0~0000S,100~,
,,a, O, ;
GO000002
OOOOOOOODOOOOOOl
OD0000002
00000000D0000003
OD0000004
00000000D0000005
OD0000006
00000000DO000007
OD0000008
00000000D0000009
ODOOOOOl0
OOOOOOOODOOOOOl1
OD0000012
00010000D0000013
OD0000014
00000000D0000015
OD0000016
00000000D0000017
OD0000018
00000000D00000~9
OD0000020
00000000D0000021
OD0000022
00000000D0000023
OD0000024
000000000000002s
OD0000026
00000000D0000027
OD0000028
00000000D0000029
OD0000030
00000000D0000031
OD0000032
00000000D0000033
OD0000034
00000000D0000035
OD0000036
00000000D0000037
OD0000038
00000000D0000039
OD0000040
000000000000004L
OD0000042
00000000D0000043
OD0000044
00000000D0000045
OD0000046
00000000D0000047
OD0000048
00000000D0000049
OD0000050
OOOOOOOODOOOOOSl
000000052
00000000DOOOOOS3
OD0000054
00000000D0000055
OD0000056
110,1.5, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 1.5 ,21f,OO;
lPooooOOr
11Or14.,0.,0.,0.,O.,0.;
3P0000002
110,15-,l., O,, lS., 2 3 d ;
SP0000003
110,15., S3., O., 18 -,
23 ,
,0. ;
7P0000004
llO,l8., 23,, O., 18. ,7., O.;
9P0000005

110,20.,5~,0.,20~4,5.,0~;
124,l-,0~,0-,0~,0~,1.,0~,0~,0~,0-,1-,0-;
10O,0.,20-,7-,18.,7,.20100,0.,20,,7,,18.,7,.20,,5-;,5~;
100,0.,14.,L,,14-,O-,15.,1-;
llO,Z4 -4,41.4880394902, O., 2 4 4,9 ,
,O. ;
100,0.,20.4,9.,20.4,5,,24-4,9.;
110,6.2770091403,55,8238548037,0,,23,5846727602,43~0994210252r
O*;
100, O., 22.4,41.4880394902,24.4,
4L48803949OZ,Z3 -5846727602,
43 -09942lO252;
100,0~,4.5,53.4067825013,6~2770091403,55.8238548037,1~5,
53.4067825013;
110,-15.,23,,0.,-18,,23,,0-;
3-10,-la., 23., O ,-18 ,.7,,0 ,
;

-

-

100,0-,-20.,7-,-20.,5-,-188r7-;
110,-14-r0,0.,0.,0110,-14,0,0.,0.,0.0,;0~;
110,-15~,1.r0~,-15~,23~,0~;

100, O. ,-14-,1-,-15-, 1. ,-14. O-;
110,-20.,5~,0.,-20~4,5~,0~;
100,0.,-20,4,9.,-24~4,99,-2094,55;
110,-24-4,41.4880394902,0,,-24.4,9-,O-:
100, O - ,-22-4,4l,4880394902, -23.5846727602,43.O9942lOZ52,-24 -4,
4l.4880394902;
110, -l-S,S3.4O678SSOl3,O110,-1,5,53.40578S5013,0,-1-5,21-,
.,-1.5,21,,0,;
0-;
110,-6.2770091403,55.8238548037,OO,-23.5846727602,43.0994210252,

O.;
100, O. ,-4.5,53-4067825013,-1-5, 53.4067825013r-6.2770091403,
55 -8238548037;
110,-1-5r21.rO-,l.Sr21-,O-;
S0000001G0000002D0000056P0~00034

Appendix B
Stepper ~MototController Circuit 1

Obtained fiom Ken Tarte

U1
U2
SI
RI, R2, R3,R4
D l , D2, D3, D4
QI, QZQ3, 44

4070 CMOS XOR Integrated Circuit
4027 CMOS Füp Flop

Direction Switch
IK 1/4W Resistor
IN4002 Silicon Diode
2N3055 Transistor

This circuit was obtaïned nom htt~://www.aaroncake.net/circuits/steppehtmas a
simpler alternaiive to circuit 1,

Appendix C
Sample NC File kaagbcknc
%

(PROGRAM N A i ! - KANGBACK )
(DATE, Day-Month-Year - 1 1 - 0 1 - 0 0
TIME, HrrMin - 0 9 : 0 6 1
( TOOL - 02
D I A . OFF. - 02
LENGTE - 0 2
DIA. - 2.3800
1

N 1 GO0 G 4 0 G 4 9 G 8 0 G 9 0
/ N 2 G 9 1 G 2 8 20,
/ N 3 G 2 8 XO. YO,
N 4 GO G 9 0 X - 2 5 - 5 9 Y 4 1 - 4 8 8 S2500 M 3
N5 230N 6 G 1 2-. 5 E 5 0 0 .
N7 Y 9 ,
N 8 G 3 X-20.4
Y 3 . 8 1 15.19 J O .
N 9 G l X-20N I 0 G 3 X - 1 6 - 8 1 Y 7 . IO, 5 3 . 1 9
N I 1 G 1 Y21.81
N12 X - 1 6 - 1 9
N 1 3 YI.
N 1 4 G 3 X-14.
Y-1.19 1 2 - 1 9 J O .
N I 5 G 1 XO.
N 1 6 X14.
N I 7 G 3 X 1 6 . 1 9 Y I . I O - 52.19
N18 G 1 Y21.81
NI9 X16.81
N20 Y7N 2 1 G3 X20. Y3.81 13-19 J O N22 G 1 X20.4
N 2 3 G 3 X 2 5 . 5 9 Y9. I O . J 5 . 1 9
N24 G 1 Y41.488
N25 G3 X 2 4 . 2 8 9 6 Y 4 4 - 0 5 8 2 1 - 3 . 1 9 J O ,
N26 G1 X6.9819 Y56.7826
N27 G 3 X - 3 1 Y53.4068 1-2-4819 5-3.3758
N28 G l Y22.19
N29 X - - 3 1
N30 Y53.4068
N 3 1 G3 X - 6 . 9 8 1 9 Y 5 6 . 7 8 2 6 1 - 4 . 1 9 J O ,
N 3 2 G1 X - 2 4 . 2 8 9 6 Y 4 4 . 0 5 8 2
N 3 3 G 3 X - 2 5 . 5 9 Y 4 1 . 4 8 8 1 1 . 8 8 9 6 5-2-5702
N 3 4 GO 2 3 0 .
N35 MO5
N 3 6 G 9 1 G 2 8 ZO.
N 3 7 G90
N 3 8 M30
%

2D-CONTOUR

